Thoughts from #DPC_PB
Question

- Is “accreditation to a standard” either necessary or sufficient to actually deliver the perceived benefits of “accreditation to a standard”?
- What are the benefits?
- What are the costs?
- What are the risks?
- Does the equation make sense?
How to demonstrate Trustworthiness?

- How much trustworthiness does “accreditation to a standard” confer?
- How much trustworthiness is needed?
- NOTE trustworthiness and trust are quite different things.
- Onora O'Neil – There is something about displaying an element of vulnerability in demonstrating trustworthiness – explicit full transparency (risk of embarrassment) plays to this.
How do we avoid a class divide

- If you are not badged “Trusted” then are perceived as being non trustworthy?
- What happens when a “Trusted” institution loose something?
- Does “accreditation to a standard” confer false trust?